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The author determines the necessity marketing research of goods line in market economy and
modern society. The results of marketing research can be used for forming of portfolio orders.
After examining the abovementioned questions the author has made conclusions of urgency of
conducting the analysis of supply of goods, influencing the portfolio orders, the production volume
and prime cost of goods in close connection with each others. All these ways make the activity of
an enterprise effective and qualitative.

The market conditions of managing raise
independence and responsibility of the enter
prises that is shown in freedom of formation of
the industrial program, in a choice of the busi
ness partners. The enterprises independently plan
the activity on the basis of the contracts, made
with the consumers of production and the sup
pliers of material resources and define strategy
of development. Thus the development of the
industrial program and perspective plans of de
velopment of the enterprise is weak connected
with the analysis of demand, its dynamics. The
traditional complex analysis, including analysis
of manufacture and sale of production, uses op
portunities of the marketing analysis, in partic
ular, at formation of a portfolio of the orders
and assortment of let out production insuffi
ciently. In the given connection the importance
of accuracy of calculation of demand, allowing
planning the manufacture capacity; to estimate
potential efficiency of the industrial program;
to calculate a threshold of business, which is
not making a loss, of activity. Topical character
and large practical importance of the listed prob
lems in modern conditions have defined a choice
of a considered theme.
The working practice of planning of pro
duction is limited to annual term. At the same
time market conditions dictate necessity of
manufacture of production, claimed by the cus
tomer, and conclusion from manufacture of pro
duction, which is not having demand. Therefore
the perspective analysis of changes of the in
dustrial program is urgent, and in this plan it is
important to have forecast method. In the liter
ature allocate groups of methods of the fore
cast of volume of sale: first group consist in
trend analysis, analysis of a market share of

production; second  method of consecutive
correlations, method of escalating of the mar
ket, methods statistical analyses1. Use of two
and more methods allows to do forecast of sale
more precisely.
In conditions of a competition manufacture
of production, claimed by the consumer should
prevail. The procedures of planning of sale should
precede an industrial stage and consist in study
of a market conjuncture and opportunities of
the enterprise to make production, having de
mand, and also development of the budget of
sale, which is on basis a formation of the bud
gets of supply and manufacture. The forecast
of volume of sale is carried out as a result of
study of the following factors: volume of sale in
the previous period, market conjuncture and its
possible change, getting of incomes of produc
tion, price politics, production capacities, long
term tendencies of sale of various kinds of pro
duction etc.
For an analytical substantiation of the in
dustrial program the sources of the information
should correctly reflect the current condition and
prospects of development of demand on indus
trial production.
Data of the internal registration documen
tation contain the complete information of ac
tivity of organization, make a trade secret, the
access to which internal users is defined by the
circumspect documents of the enterprise. It re
sults that the users limited for volume and de
gree of detalization of the information can not
to the full generate opinion about activity of
organization. In this connection it is necessary
to take into account the requirements of the
Law of Russian Federation from July 29, 2004
№ 98Federal Law “About a trade secret” for
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a regulation of structure of the information,
which is being and a not being trade secret.
The information, making a trade secret com
poses scientific and technical, technological,
industrial or other information (including com
ponent knowhow). The enterprise should to
establish a regime of a trade secret concerning
the data of the accounting, tax and administra
tive account; plan and actual parameters of fi
nancialeconomic activity; the items of informa
tion of profitability of manufacture. Closed there
should be information in the primary and sum
mary registration documents, payment assign
ments etc.
Thus, the most part of the information about
industrial activity of the enterprise concerns to
a trade secret, that lead to the insufficient in
formation interchange between the enterprises
about manufacture, deliveries, stocks and sale
of production. In this connection automated
databanks allow to carry out mutually advanta
geous information interchange with the suppli
ers and marketing services that promote the
most complete satisfaction of demand.
The analysis of realization of the industrial
program is connected to the analysis of the profits
(net) from sale of the goods, production, works,
services, reflected in line 010 of the form № 2 “
Reports on profits and the losses “ according to
the order of the Ministry of the finance of Rus
sian Federation № 67n from July 22, 20032. Now
reflection of the profits of the sale in the form
№2 does not answer the requirement of a trans
parency, objectivity of the financial reporting, as
reflects summed result for four elements  from
sale of the goods, production, works, services.
Every component of the profit has concrete char
acter, as it give to the managers, shareholders
and other interested users to be defined with
most significant directions of activization of pro
ductioneconomic activity of the enterprise. In
this connection we shall specify the bases, caus
ing reflection of the profit of sale separately for
various kinds of activity as of independent posi
tions of the reporting:
♦the integrated approach of a parameter
contradicts the requirement of a transparency,
objectivity of the financial reporting;
♦accumulation of the significant sum of the
profit for separate kinds of activity corresponds
to the requirement about reflection of the data,
essential for the importance. For realization of
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the requirements of norms of accounting, namely:
item 18.1 Situation of accounting 9/99 “The
Incomes of organization”3 and item 1 “Of the
Instructions about the order of drawing up and
representation of the accounting reporting “,
authorized by the order of the Ministry of fi
nance of Russia from July 22, 2003 № 67n.
According to this situation the enterprise can
recognize essential the sum, which relation to a
general result of the appropriate data for ac
counting year makes not less than 5 %;
♦The differentiation of the profit will allow
analyzing possible deviations of financial re
sults, to give an estimation of composed ele
ments, to reveal potential structural shifts in
activity, to forecast production and investment
risks, to define opportunities of escalating of
potential in the long term.
As exclusive importance of a parameter
“profit from sale” and stated situations we of
fered to detail it for kinds and to enter accord
ingly additional lines in the form № 2: from sale
of the goods (page 011), from sale of produc
tion (page 012), from sale of works (line 013),
from sale of services (line 014). This detaliza
tion allows concretizing their influence on prof
it from sale and in time to even out the negative
influence. On the basis of the offered approach
of calculation of the profit from sale for sepa
rate kinds of activity we can separate eight
parameters: a share of the profit from sale of
the goods in a total sum of the incomes; a
share of the profit from sale of the goods in a
total sum of the receipt; a share of the profit
from sale of production in a total sum of the
incomes; a share of the profit of production in
a total sum of the incomes; a share of the profit
from sale of works in a total sum of the in
comes; a share of the profit from sale of works
in a total sum of the incomes; share of the
profit from sale of services in a total sum of
the incomes; a share of the receipt of services
in a total sum of the incomes. Besides it is
offered also for separate kinds of activity to
divide the cost price, total profit, and profit
from sale.
The quality of realization of the analysis
directly depends on quality of used information
base, in this connection we shall note lacks of
information maintenance:
♦the generalized character of parameters
of external sources, that causes additional ex
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penses for use of this information in view of
specificity of activity of the concrete managing
subject;
♦absence of confirmation of reliability and
representativeness of the available data;
♦informal character of mutual relation be
tween the partners of business.
The imperfection of information maintenance
of the analysis is shown insufficiency and inop
portuneness of the statistical data about finan
cial parameters of Russian enterprises for branch
es and sizes of the enterprises, as mark S.B.
Barngoltc and M.V. Melnik4. Besides, results of
statistical supervision (for example, for an in
dustry: number of the enterprises, volume of
production, level of profitability of production,
average annual number of the industrialproduc
tion personnel, the indexes of manufacture of
production, structure of expenses to manufac
ture of production, level of use average annual
of production capacity of the industrial enter
prises for release of separate kinds of produc
tion and number of other parameters reflect re
sults of activity in scales of an industry and
estimate productivity, however do not put a
main task to reveal the reasons of absolute and
relative changes of parameters of an industry,
that does not allow at the end to define effi
ciency of activity of the industrial enterprise.
The enterprises of production assignment
are interested in surviving in competitive strug
gle and to receive a maximum of the profit,
which should be proved by the appropriate ana
lytical accounts. In this connection for accep
tance of the administrative decisions are im
portant a correct substantiation of production
capacity of the enterprise and calculation of
volume of sales, at which the activity will be
profitable or, opposite, will be nonprofitable.
With this purpose scientists expect a lot of
parameters: breakeven volume of sales, volume
of sales, guaranteeing to the enterprise the nec
essary sum of the profit; a zone of safety of
the enterprise (stock of financial stability). The
procedure of payments of the given parameters
is given in works V.I. Barilenko, S.I. Kuznetco
va, L.K. Plotnikova, O.V. Kayro5, G.V. Savitck
aya6, O.V. Efimova7, M.A. Vahrushina8, N.D. Ilien
kova9.
There are known the graphic and analytical
ways for definition of the specified parame
ters. On the diagram you can see: at what vol

ume of sales the enterprise will receive profit; a
point, which expense will be equal to the profit
from sale. Economists called a mentioned point
as a point of breakeven volume of sales by
economists, either threshold of profitability, or
point viability of expenses. Using opportunities
of the computer programs, it is possible to re
ceive the complicated enough variant of graph
ic representation of the table data that strength
ens the importance of the carried out analytical
work.
The analytical way is more convenient, is
less labour consuming, with the help of a num
ber of the formulas allows quickly calculate nec
essary parameters.
By development of strategy the industrial
enterprise aspires to minimize risks of the fu
ture enterprise activity that is realized by cal
culation of the socalled operational lever, or as
it is called in economic sources production le
verage, economic lever.
The understanding of the mechanism of dis
play of production leverage allows purposefully
operating a correlation of constant and variable
expenses with the purposes of increase of effi
ciency of productioneconomic activity at the
various tendencies of a conjuncture of the com
modity market and stage of life cycle of the
enterprise. The approaches of the analysis of
parameters leverage or lever were mentioned in
works V.I. Barilenko and coauthors, M.A. Vahr
ushina, and also in researches V.V. Kovalev, O.N.
Volkova10, A.D. Sheremet11.
The industrial program should be formed
within the framework of the administrative ac
count, its contents is accessible only to internal
users. Let’s allocate stages of an analytical sub
stantiation of the industrial program and its re
alization: the analysis of formation of “portfo
lio” of the orders, analysis of production po
tential, analysis of realization of the industrial
program, perspective analysis of opportunities
of development of the enterprise. Let’s consid
er the contents of offered stages.
At realization of the analysis of formation
of “portfolio” of the orders the special atten
tion it is necessary to separate the use of re
sults of the marketing analysis, including the
following directions: the analysis of the mar
kets of sale, analysis of price politics, analysis
of competitiveness, analysis of formation of
assortment, analysis of demand, analysis of
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positioning of kinds of production on the basis
of a matrix BKG etc.
The results of marketing researches should
be used at an estimation of a condition and
prospects of development of the market, at def
inition of size of demand, forecasting of a price
level for raw material and semifinished prod
ucts for production, that at the end will enable
to develop assortment politics, on the basis of
which the maximal financial result is reached.
The sale of industrial production in condi
tions of a rigid competition requires the deci
sion of many problems, namely: assortments of
made production and maintenance of its profit
ability, choice of sectors and segments of the
market, regions of sales. The account of a mar
ket conjuncture at formation of the industrial
program will allow receiving the large economic
benefit.
The marketing substantiation of the busi
nessplan is one of the basic conditions of its
reliability, as thus the risk unclaimed produc
tion is minimized and, consequently, stability
of receipt of the incomes.
One of directions of the marketing analysis
is the analysis of price politics. The marketing
analysis is directly connected to a substantia
tion of the prices on sold production that is
explained by the following situations:
♦First, the maintenance of market positions
is reached at the control of the tendencies of
change and fluctuation of the prices for kinds of
production, season and segments of the market;
♦Secondly, the competitiveness is provid
ed with a level of the cost price, guaranteeing
the necessary importance of profitability at mod
erate for the market the prices. This importance
is adjusted on the basis of the marketing ap
proach to the analysis in an estimation of pro
duction costs; definitions of a point of busi
ness, which not making profit and stock of fi
nancial durability; substantiations of an accept
able share of constant expenses. Consequently,
the marketing analysis is closely interconnected
to traditional directions of the administrative
analysis.
The price factor concerns to number of the
basic criteria of consumer demand on produc
tion. It is necessary to take into account the
law of demand  return dependence between
the price and size of demand. For this reason it
is necessary the proved politics of pricing.
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At definition of the price of let out produc
tion it is necessary to take into account the
following factors: a level of consumer demand,
elasticity of demand, opportunity of reaction of
the market on change of output, measure of
state regulation pricing, price level of the com
petitors.
Available cash portfolio and the items of
information of new receipts characterize a de
gree of loading of manufacture at the present
moment and in nearest future12. The enterprise
is formed “portfolio” of the orders for volume
and nomenclature of production on the basis of
the direct contracts with the customer, proceed
ing from the industrial opportunities and mar
ket conjecture.
On the basis of the applications of a port
folio of the orders, made contracts and revealed
capacity of the market it is necessary to form
and to analyze the assortment and nomencla
ture of a portfolio of the orders; to estimate
financial parameters of a portfolio of the or
ders, including planned profit, profitability, size
of tax receipts and payments, volumes of man
ufacture from davalchevsk raw material, volumes
of cooperation deliveries and other factors, on
which the efficiency of sales depends13.
During formation of assortment programs
it is necessary to compare variants, on the one
hand, of industrial programs in view of the usu
al demand or arrived applications (made con
tracts) and to another  most of effective utili
zation of available labour, raw, technical, tech
nological, financial and other resources.
It is obvious, that the recession of demand
on production will result accordingly to reduc
tion of “portfolio” of the orders, volume of
manufacture, to growth of the cost price of
production, losses. In this connection the analy
sis of demand on profile production has actual
importance and is by one of the important in
vestigation phases of the market.
The results of the analysis of demand on
production allow developing strategy and tac
tics of development, to prove the plans of man
ufacture and sale of production and to lead to
control of their realization, to reveal reserves
of increase of production efficiency. A role of
the analysis of demand at stages of produc
tioneconomic cycles, namely in this connection
is considered: at a preliminary stage the analy
sis of demand is a basis of the industrial pro
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gram and price politics; at the current stage
such analysis acts by the tool of operative man
agement of work of the industrial enterprise;
and finally, it defines a degree of realization of
the purposes, satisfaction of needs in produc
tion, and also estimates prospects of develop
ment of manufacture of concrete kinds of pro
duction.
During the analysis of formation of “port
folio” of the orders it is necessary to lead the
analysis of realization of the contractual obliga
tions for deliveries of production. Let’s stop on
analytical importance of performance of the avail
able obligations under the contracts of delivery
Maintenance of sale is caused by threat of de
fault of the contractual obligations resulting at
the end as in reduction of the proceeds, profit,
to the penal sanctions and penalties, and to
loss of reputation of the enterprise in the mar
kets of sales, that entails significant recession
of manufacture.
The importance of the analysis of results of
default of the contracts grows in conditions,
when the essential share of deliveries is neces
sary for one supplier or appreciable share of
sale  for one customer. Certainly, in case of
loss of these contractors the heavy losses and
direct threat to a continuity of activity of the
enterprise are possible.
Besides, at the first stage of an analytical
substantiation of the industrial program perti
nently to lead the analysis of the individual or
ders, applications of the wholesale buyers and
dealers.
During realization of the following stage of
an analytical substantiation of the industrial pro
gram  analysis of industrial potential  it is
necessary to calculate production capacity and
to compare it to the industrial program, and
also to lead the analysis of potential efficiency
of the industrial program.
The plan of manufacture of industrial pro
duction is necessary to develop in view of ca
pacities, methods of which account, in turn, will
depend directly on a type and character of let
out production. The account of capacity  major
stage of a substantiation of the industrial pro
gram, it will allow to reveal in production re
serves of growth of manufacture, to establish
volumes of output, to define need for escalat
ing capacities. Distinguish the following kinds
of capacity: theoretical, practical and normal.

The practical and theoretical capacity is seldom
used by the enterprises; include superfluous ca
pacity, i.e. additional equipment used only at
repair of the capital equipment or at activity of
a market conjuncture.
The volumes of manufacture are compared
to parameters of the estimate of sales for main
tenance of equivalence of volume of manufac
ture and sales during the accounting period.
Owing to presentation of the plans of pro
duction in conformity with volume of sale the
enterprise will avoid purchase of excessive
stocks that accordingly will reduce size of turn
around actives and considerably will improve in
the whole condition of the enterprise.
The analysis of volume of manufacture be
gins with study of dynamics of release and sale
of production, account of basic and chain rates
of growth and gain. The significant advancing
of rates of growth of manufacture in compari
son with rates of sale testifies to accumulation
of nonrealized production as a result of in
crease of volume of output, unevenness of out
put, infringement of assortment and quality of
let out production, lacks of work of a depart
ment of selling not paid by the buyers.
The problems of optimization of assortment
programs should separate in connection with a
urgency of formation proved assortment posi
tions. The traditional approach to definition of
the future assortment of production assumes
entering updating in the budget of the previous
period according to the forecasts of the future
sales and available contracts that allows taking
into account demand and its tendencies.
Important correctly to define specific grav
ity of each position in assortment. The analysis
of performance of the plan for assortment should
be carried out by one of methods:
♦for a way of least percent (position of
the nomenclature, reaching least percent of per
formance of the plan);
♦for specific gravity in the general list of
the names of production, on which the plan of
manufacture is executed;
♦by average percent, estimated by divi
sion of volume of actual output within the limits
of the plan for volume of release for plan.
The refusal of manufacture for several kinds
of production from their general nomenclature
will be negatively reflected in image and market
position of the manufacturer. The wide nomen
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clature of release should be the factor of strength
ening of market positions of the enterprise, as a
variety of let out production allows attracting
the greater number of the customers. The release
of the least profitable kinds of production influ
ences growth of sales of more profitable kinds,
attracting the new consumers to the enterprise14.
The system of parameters, describing op
portunities of optimum development of indus
trial assortment of the given kind of produc
tion, consist in a variety of kinds of produc
tion, frequency of updating of assortment, level
and parity of the prices of production of this
kind. Besides, other parameters, are important
also optimization of structure of let out pro
duction, width of assortment, saturation (com
pleteness) of assortment, depth of assortment.
During optimization of assortment it is neces
sary to allocate three basic stages. So, at the first
stage it is necessary to carry out the analysis of
dynamics of the market and structure of demand,
including analysis of dynamics of sales for groups
of production (separate kinds), estimation of pros
pects of change of demand and competition in
segments, on which production will be submitted.
At the second stage of optimization of assortment
the financial analysis for groups of production or
on separate kinds of production should be carried
out in view of changes of structure of assortment.
At last, at the third stage it is necessary to ratify
final variant of structure of assortment.
The structure of assortment needs to be
reconsidered on the average once in one half
year, however this term can vary depending on
branch and dynamics of the market.
The analysis and forecasting of expenses,
volumes of manufacture and the sales, prices
will allow optimizing profit from possible sale.
The optimization of the profit should be carried
out by two ways: by comparison of cumulative
parameters and comparison of limiting parame
ters. Result  account of optimum volume of
manufacture and sales of industrial production
volume, reaching the required sizes, of sales
and profit in the future period.
Summarizing abovestated, we shall note,
that manufacture and sale as the major func
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tions of the industrial enterprise characterize
its industrial activity. Between the given pa
rameters of market activity there is a certain
interdependence, as a result of which obser
vance it is possible to estimate activity of mar
keting divisions of the enterprise as successful.
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